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Moro?lu Arseven has been recognized in the Silver Tier firm for patent litigation and transactions by IAM Patent 1000
is its 2017 awards. The firm receives specific mention for being a "leading force in IP commercialisation, showcasing
ingenuity and sure-footedness in transactional matters", as well as "hard fought disputes".

IAM Patent 1000 also recognized three of the firm's partners individually, the most individual recognitions for a single
firm in this category. I??k Özdo?an, who leads Moro?lu Arseven's ten attorney intellectual property team, is
recognized in the Silver Tier for patent litigation and transactions. Fellow partners, Gökçe ?zgi and Ezgi Baklac?
Gülkokar, are both respectively recognized in the Bronze Tier.

Based on its research of the Turkish legal market, IAM Patent 1000 noted that "[m]ultinationals flock to Moro?lu
Arseven for its deft handling of all manner of patent briefs." It goes on to comment that "[w]hatever the instruction,
Moro?lu's attentive practitioners devise bespoke solutions shaped to every contour of the client's needs".

I?ik is described as leading from the front, with "wide-ranging experience" which "translates into perceptive counsel
and well-executed enforcement campaigns." IAM Patent 1000 describes Gökçe and Ezgi as holding "a panoramic
understanding of IP matters."

The annual IAM Patent 1000 awards identify market leading individuals and firms for various aspects of patent law
and practice, located in more than 40 jurisdictions around the world. More information about the IAM Patent 1000
research and results can be found on the Intellectual Asset Management website.
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